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Abstract: Novel organic solar cells have been prepared using quaternary self-organization of porphyrin
(donor) and fullerene (acceptor) units by clusterization with gold nanoparticles on nanostructured SnO2

electrodes. First, porphyrin-alkanethiolate monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles (H2PCnMPC: n is the
number of methylene groups in the spacer) are prepared (secondary organization) starting from the primary
component (porphyrin-alkanethiol). These porphyrin-modified gold nanoparticles form complexes with
fullerene molecules (tertiary organization), and they are clusterized in acetonitrile/toluene mixed solvent
(quaternary organization). The highly colored composite clusters can then be assembled as three-
dimensional arrays onto nanostructured SnO2 films to afford the OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m electrode
using an electrophoretic deposition method. The film of the composite clusters with gold nanoparticle exhibits
an incident photon-to-photocurrent efficiency (IPCE) as high as 54% and broad photocurrent action spectra
(up to 1000 nm). The power conversion efficiency of the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m composite electrode
reaches as high as 1.5%, which is 45 times higher than that of the reference system consisting of the both
single components of porphyrin and fullerene.

Introduction

The requirement to develop inexpensive and renewable
energy resources has stimulated new approaches for the produc-
tion of efficient, low-cost organic solar cells.1-7 One of the most
attractive strategies is the development of organic solar cells
that mimic natural photosynthesis in the conversion and storage
of solar energy. The three-dimensional X-ray crystal structures

of reaction centers ofRhodobacter(Rb.)sphaeroides8 and other
purple bacteria includingRhodopseudomonas(Rh.)Viridis9 have
provided valuable insight into such development of organic solar
cells mimicking photosynthesis. A large number of pigment
molecules, collectively referred to as antenna, harvest light cov-
ering a wide spectral range of the solar irradiation and transfer
the light energy to the reaction center, where the actual energy
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conversion event takes place.10 Although the strategies to design
artificial photoconversion devices do not necessarily imitate all
of the intricacies of natural photosynthesis, the artificial pho-
toconversion devices developed so far have a limited degree of
self-organization, whereas the components in the natural system
are highly organized in quaternary protein structures.

We have established recently porphyrin-alkanethiolate mono-
layer protected-gold nanoclusters with spherical shape.11 They
exhibit high light-harvesting capability and suppress undesirable
energy transfer quenching of the porphyrin singlet excited state
by the gold surface relative to the bulk gold.11 It should be
emphasized that preorganized porphyrin molecules on gold
nanoparticle possess a suitable void space11,12 between the
porphyrin moieties, which can interact with acceptor molecules.
Porphyrin and fullerene have been found to be an ideal donor
(D)-acceptor (A) couple, because the combination of porphyrin
and fullerene results in a small reorganization energy, which
allows one to accelerate photoinduced electron transfer and to
slow charge recombination, leading to the generation of a long-
lived charge-separated state with a high quantum yield.13-16

Taking into account the fact that porphyrin and fullerene tend
to make a supramolecular complex in solutions as well as in
the solid state,12,17-22 fullerene is expected to interact with H2-
PCnMPC, which would yield D-A nanoclusters with an

interpenetrating network. Thus, a combination of H2PCnMPC
and C60 provides an ideal system for fulfilling an enhanced light-
harvesting efficiency of chromophores throughout the solar
spectrum and a highly efficient conversion of the harvested light
into the high energy state of the charge separation by photo-
induced electron transfer.

We have recently reported novel organic solar cells composed
of porphyrin gold nanoparticles (Figure 1) and fullerenes which
are prepared using quaternary self-organization of porphyrin
(donor) and fullerene (acceptor) moieties by clusterization with
gold nanoparticles on SnO2 electrodes as a preliminary com-
munication.23 Herein, we report a full report including the effects
of the chain length of the spacer in H2PCnMPC (n ) 5, 11,
and 15) and ZnPCnMPC (n ) 11 and 15) and of the types of
porphyrins (H2P vs ZnP) and fullerenes (C60 vs C70) on the
structures and photoelectrochemical properties of the H2-
PCnMPC-C60 composite electrodes. The power conversion
efficiency is now improved up to 1.5%, which is 2.5 times better
than the value reported in a preliminary communication.23 The
time-resolved fluorescence decay profiles of the electrodes,
femtosecond transient absorption spectra, and electron spin
resonance (ESR) of the composite molecular clusters are also
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Figure 1. Porphyrin compounds used in this study.
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reported, providing valuable mechanistic insight into the pho-
tocurrent generation.

Experimental Section

General. Melting points were recorded on a Yanagimoto micro-
melting point apparatus and were not corrected.1H NMR spectra were
measured on a JEOL EX-270 (270 MHz) or a JEOL JMN-AL300 (300
MHz) spectrometer. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MAL-
DI) time-of-flight mass spectra (TOF) were measured on a Kratos
Compact MALDI I (Shimadzu) spectrometer.

Materials. All solvents and chemicals were of reagent grade quality,
obtained commercially, and used without further purification unless
otherwise noted (vide infra). Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and
flash column chromatography were performed with Art. 5554 DC-
Alufolien Kieselgel 60 F254 (Merck) and Fujisilicia BW300, respec-
tively. Nanostructured SnO2 films were cast on an optically transparent
electrode (OTE) by applying a 2% colloidal solution obtained from
Alfa Chemicals. The air-dried films were annealed at 673 K. The details
of the preparation of SnO2 films on conducting glass substrate were
reported elsewhere.24 The nanostructured SnO2 film electrode is referred
to as OTE/SnO2.

Electrophoretic Deposition of Cluster Films. A known amount
of porphyrin derivatives, C60 or a mixed cluster solution in acetonitrile/
toluene (3/1, v/v, 2 mL), was transferred to a 1 cmcuvette in which
two electrodes (viz., OTE/SnO2 and OTE) were kept at a distance of
6 mm using a Teflon spacer. A DC voltage (200 V) was applied
between these two electrodes using a Fluke 415 power supply. The
deposition of the film can be visibly seen as the solution becomes
colorless with simultaneous brown coloration of the OTE/SnO2

electrode. The OTE/SnO2 electrode coated with mixed H2PCnMPC and
C60 clusters is referred to OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m.

The UV-visible spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu 3101
spectrophotometer. Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of
composite clusters were recorded by applying a drop of the sample to
a carbon-coated copper grid. Images were recorded using a Hitachi
H600 transmission electron microscope. AFM measurements were
carried out using a Digital Nanoscope III in the tapping mode. Dynamic
light scattering studies were carried out using a Horiba LB-550
instrument.

Photoelectrochemical Measurements.Photoelectrochemical mea-
surements were carried out in a standard two-compartment cell
consisting of a working electrode and a Pt wire gauze counter. All

other photoelectrochemical measurements were carried out using a
working electrode and a Pt gauge counter electrode in the same cell
assembly using a Keithley model 617 programmable electrometer. The
electrolyte was 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile. A collimated
light beam from a 150 W xenon lamp with a 400 nm cutoff filter was
used for excitation of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m films deposited on SnO2
electrodes. A Bausch and Lomb high-intensity grating monochromator
was introduced into the path of the excitation beam for the selected
wavelength.

Photodynamics Measurements.Quenching experiments of the
fluorescence of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m or (ZnPC15MPC+C60)m were
carried out on a SHIMADZU spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5000).
Fluorescence decays were measured by using femtosecond pulse laser
excitation and a single photon counting system for fluorescence decay
measurements.25 The laser system was a cavity-dumped femtosecond
Ti:Sa laser pumped by a cw Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics, Millenia).
The full width at half-maximum of the instrument response function
was 53 ps. The fluorescence decays were measured with magic angle
emission polarization. Femtosecond laser flash photolysis experiments
were conducted using a Clark-MXR 2010 laser system (387 nm
excitation pulse of fwhm 150 fs) and an Ultrafast detection system.
The details of the femtosecond laser flash photolysis experiments are
given in the Supporting Information (S1).

ESR Measurements.A quartz ESR tube (internal diameter: 4.5
mm) containing a deaerated acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) solution of
(H2PC15MPC+C60)m was irradiated in the cavity of the ESR spec-
trometer with the focused light of a 1000-W high-pressure Hg lamp
(Ushio-USH1005D) through an aqueous filter at low temperature. The
ESR spectra in frozen acetonitrile/toluene were measured under
nonsaturating microwave power conditions using a JEOL X-band
spectrometer (JES-RE1XE) with an attached variable temperature
apparatus. The magnitude of modulation was chosen to optimize the
resolution and the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the observed spectra
when the maximum slope line width (Hmsl) of the ESR signals was
unchanged with a larger modulation magnitude. Theg values were
calibrated with an Mn2+ marker.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis.The synthetic strategy in this work is shown in
Scheme 1. The preparation of free base porphyrin-gold cluster
(H2PCnMPC: n ) 11 and 5) and starting material of 5-(4-
aminophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(3,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)porphyrin1

(24) Bedja, I.; Hotchandani, S.; Kamat, P. V.J. Phys. Chem.1994, 98, 4133-
4140.

(25) Yamada, H.; Imahori, H.; Nishimura, Y.; Yamazaki, I.; Ahn, T. K.; Kim,
S. K.; Kim, D.; Fukuzumi, S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2003, 125, 9129-9139.
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has been described elsewhere.11,22b,26 Condensation of this
aminoporphyrin1 with 16-bromohexanoic acid in the presence
of 1-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) and
4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) afforded2. Bromide2 was
converted to porphyrin disulfide4 via thioesterification with
potassium thioacetate and subsequent base deprotection of3.
H2PC15MPC was directly prepared by reduction of HAuCl4

with NaBH4 in toluene/water containing porphyrin disulfide (4:
HAuCl4 ) 1:2) to increase the extent of functionalization. A
detailed procedure of the synthesis is described in the Supporting
Information (S2, S3).

Assembly of Free Base Porphyrin and C60 as Molecular
Clusters in Mixed Solvents.H2PCnMPC and C60 are soluble
in nonpolar solvents such as toluene, but sparingly soluble in
polar solvents such as acetonitrile. When a concentrated solution
of H2PCnMPC or C60 in toluene is mixed with acetonitrile by
a fast injection method, the molecules aggregate to form stable
clusters.27 The final solvent ratio of mixed solvent employed
in the present experiments was 3:1 (v/v) acetonitrile:toluene.
The same strategy can be extended to prepare mixed or
composite molecular clusters consisting of H2PCnMPC and C60

molecules. Mixed cluster aggregates in the present investigation
were prepared by mixing equimolar solution of H2PCnMPC and
C60 in toluene (0.5 mL) and then injecting them into a pool of
acetonitrile (1.5 mL). These optically transparent composite
clusters are stable at room temperature, and they can be reverted
back to their monomeric forms by diluting the solution with
toluene.27

Figure 2 summarizes the procedure of high-order self-
organization of porphyrin (donor) and fullerene (acceptor)
moieties by clusterization. First, porphyrin-alkanethiolate mono-
layer protected-gold nanoclusters with spherical shape (H2-
PCnMPC)11 are prepared (secondary organization) starting from
porphyrin-alkanethiol (primary molecule). Taking the gold core
as a sphere with densityFAu (58.01 atoms/nm3) covered with
an outermost layer of hexagonally close-packed gold atoms
(13.89 atoms/nm2) with a radius ofRCORE - RAu (RAu ) 0.145
nm), the model predicts that the core of H2PC11MPC contains
280 Au atoms, of which 143 lie on the Au surface. Given the
values of the elemental analysis of H2PC11MPC (H, 4.88%;
C, 44.77%; N, 3.10%), there are 57 porphyrin-alkanethiolate
chains on the gold surface for H2PC11MPC. These nanoparticles
form complexes with fullerene molecules (tertiary organization),

(26) (a) Takagi, S.; Miyamoto, T. K.; Sasaki, Y.Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn.1986,
59, 2371-2373. (b) Tkachenko, N. V.; Lemmetyinen, H.; Sonoda, J.;
Ohkubo, K.; Sato, T.; Imahori, H.; Fukuzumi, S.J. Phys. Chem. A2003,
107, 8834-8844. (c) Imahori, H.; Norieda, H.; Nishimura, Y.; Yamazaki,
Y.; Higuchi, K.; Kato, N.; Motohiro, T.; Yamada, H.; Tamaki, K.; Arimura,
M.; Sakata, Y.J. Phys. Chem. B2000, 104, 1253-1260.

(27) (a) Kamat, P. V.; Barazzouk, S.; Thomas, K. G.; Hotchandani, S.J. Phys.
Chem. B2000, 104, 4014-4017. (b) Sudeep P. K.; Ipe, B. I.; Thomas, K.
G.; George, M. V.; Barazzouk, S.; Hotchandani, S.; Kamat, P. V.Nano
Lett. 2002, 2, 29-35. (c) Kamat, P. V.; Barazzouk, S.; Hotchandani, S.;
Thomas, K. G.Chem.-Eur. J.2000, 6, 3914-3921.

Figure 2. Illustration of high order organization.
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and they are clusterized in acetonitrile/toluene mixed solvent
(quaternary organization).

The clusters of (H2PC11MPC+C60)m, (H2PC11MPC)m, and
(C60)m were characterized using the dynamic light scattering
method. In toluene, the average diameter of H2PC11MPC was
determined as 7( 2 nm, which is consistent with the value (9
nm) estimated by molecular modeling (vide infra). In a mixture
(3:1) of acetonitrile-toluene, the size distribution of clusters
of (H2PC11MPC+C60)m, (H2PC11MPC)m, and (C60)m was found
to be narrow with different mean diameters of 115 nm for (H2-
PC11MPC+C60)m, 48 nm for (H2PC11MPC)m, and 163 nm for
(C60)m, as shown in Figure S4 (see Supporting Information S4).
These results suggest that C60 molecules are incorporated into
the void space between the porphyrin moieties in the porphyrin-
modified gold nanoparticle to make the highly organized
aggregates in the mixed solvent.

Figure 3 shows TEM images of H2PC15MPC, the composite
clusters: (H2PCnMPC+C60)m (n ) 5, 11, and 15), (H2-
PC11MPC)m, and (H2P-ref+C60)m. As the solvent evaporates
on the copper grid, the clusters form well-defined shapes and
sizes. The diameter of the gold core in H2PC15MPC is
determined as 2.1( 0.4 nm (Figure 3A), which is virtually the
same as that of H2PC11MPC.11 The TEM image of (H2-
PCnMPC+C60)m (n ) 15, 11, and 5) (Figure 3B-D) displays
a more efficient network structure as compared to the TEM
image of (H2PC11MPC)m without fullerene (Figure 3E) and that
of (H2P-ref+C60)m without gold nanoparticles (Figure 3F). In

particular, the TEM images exhibit well-controlled size and the
spherical or cubic shape with diameters of 50-100 nm for (H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m and 200-300 nm (H2PC11MPC+C60)m,
whereas that of (H2PC5MPC+C60)m shows irregular size (50-
500 nm) and random shape.28 Such a difference in the formation
of nanoclusters is largely dependent on the interaction between
porphyrin and fullerene. The structures of porphyrin-alkanethi-
olate (n ) 5, 11, and 15) on the gold nanoparticles are estimated
by molecular mechanics calculations.29 Because there are 57
porphyrin-alkanethiolate chains on the gold surface for H2-
PC11MPC (vide supra),11 the C60 structure which contains 60
carbons with 7.1 Å diameter can be used for the calculation of
the structure of H2PC11MPC with a 21 Å diameter as the gold
core.11 There are two types of C-C bonds of C60: 30 short
“double bonds” (1.404 Å) and 60 long “single bonds” (1.448
Å).30 The average distance between two gold atoms to which
neighboring porphyrin-alkanethiolates are attached is estimated
as 4.24 Å by multiplying the average length of the C-C bond
(1.433 Å) by the ratio of the diameter (21 Å) of the gold core
to the diameter (7.1 Å) of C60 as shown in Figure 4. The

(28) The molecular cluster of (ZnPC15MPC+C60)m has irregular size and random
shape as compared to that of (H2PC15MPC+C60)m. This trend may be due
to π-complex formation between the porphyrin and the fullerene, which is
based on the difference of the apparent associate constant (vide supra).
See Supporting Information S5.

(29) The distance between the center of the porphyrin ring to the gold surface
is estimated as 29.9 Å (H2PC15MPC), 24.9 Å (H2PC11MPC), and 17.4 Å
(H2PC5MPC) on the basis of the molecular mechanics calculation of
porphyrin alkanethiol. The radius of the covalent bond of sulfur (S) is taken
as 1.04 Å.

(30) There are two types of C-C bonds of C60: 30 short “double bonds” (1.404
Å) and 60 long “single bonds” (1.448 Å). The average length of the C-C
bonds (1.433 Å) is used for the calculation of the average distance between
neighboring porphyrin-alkanethiolates in H2PCnMPC (n ) 5, 11, and 15).
See: Hirsch, A.The Chemistry of the Fullerenes; George Thieme Verlag:
Stuttgart, New York, 1994.

Figure 3. TEM images of (A) H2PC15MPC (1.0 mM) in toluene, (B) (H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM) in acetonitrile/
toluene) 3/1 (v/v), (C) (H2PC11MC+C60)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] )
0.31 mM) in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 (v/v), (D) (H2PC5MPC+C60)m ([H2P]
) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM) in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 (v/v), (E)
(H2PC11MC)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM) in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 (v/v), and
(F) (H2P-ref+C60)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM) in acetonitrile/
toluene) 3/1 (v/v).

Figure 4. Insertion of C60 between the porphyrin rings of H2PC15MPC.
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schematic structure in Figure 4 affords the center-to-center
distances between two porphyrins in H2PC5MPC, H2PC11MPC,
and H2PC15MPC as 11.5, 15.2, and 17.3 Å, respectively. The
closest distance between a carbon of C60 and the center of the
porphyrin ring has been reported as 2.856 Å by the X-ray crystal
structure of the C60 complex with a jaw-like bis-porphyrin.12b,21a

Thus, the smallest center-to-center distance of two porphyrin
rings which can accommodate C60 between the rings is estimated
as 12.8 Å by adding the diameter of C60 (7.1 Å) to twice the
closest distance between a carbon of C60 and the center of the
porphyrin ring (5.7 Å). The estimated distances between two
porphyrins in H2PC11MPC (15.2 Å) and H2PC15MPC (17.3
Å) are long enough for the two porphyrins to accommodate
C60 between the rings in contrast with H2PC5MPC (11.5 Å).
The longer porphyrin-porphyrin distance in H2PC15MPC than
in H2PC11MPC and H2PC5MPC may result in the accommoda-
tion of more C60 molecules between the porphyrin rings.

The absorption spectra of H2PC11MPC and C60 in neat
toluene are compared to that of [(H2PC11MPC+C60)m] clusters
in acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) in Figure 5A. The composite
clusters [(H2PC11MPC+C60)m] in the mixed solvent (spectrum
a) exhibit much broader and more intense absorption in the
visible and near-IR regions than those of parent H2PC11MPC
(spectrum b) and C60 (spectrum c) in toluene.31 This demon-
strates that the composite clusters of H2PC11MPC and C60 are

superior as light absorbers to the single component clusters of
H2PC11MPC or C60, because the composite clusters absorb
throughout the visible part of the solar spectrum.

Figure 5B shows charge-transfer (CT) absorption between
H2PC15MPC and C60. The CT absorption is obtained by sub-
tracting the spectrum of H2PC15MPC and C60 from that of com-
posite H2PC15MPC and C60. The broad absorption in the visible
and near-IR regions is characteristic of theπ-complex formed
between porphyrins and fullerenes.22b,d,eA CT type interaction
in the π-complex between porphyrin and fullerene molecules
may be responsible for the long-wavelength absorption of the
composite clusters in Figure 5A, where the spectrum of (H2-
PCnMPC+C60)m (spectrum a in Figure 5A) is much broader
than that of (H2PCnMPC)m (spectrum d in Figure 5A). Similar
CT interactions leading to such an extended absorption have
been observed for porphyrin-C60 dyads linked at close
proximity.22b,d,e,32,33Thus, we can control the three-dimensional
array of porphyrins and C60 molecules by using gold nanopar-
ticles.

Electrophoretic Deposition of H2PCnMPC and C60 Mixed
Clusters. As shown earlier,34 clusters of porphyrin and C60

prepared in acetonitrile/toluene mixed solvent can be assembled
electrophoretically as thin films on a conducting glass electrode
surface. A similar electrodeposition approach was adopted to
prepare films of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m on nanostructured SnO2,
which were cast on an optically conducting glass electrode
(referred as OTE/SnO2). Upon application of a DC electric field
of 200 V between the OTE/SnO2 and OTE electrodes which
were immersed together in a mixed acetonitrile/toluene (3/1,
v/v) solution containing (H2PCnMPC+C60)m clusters, the mixed
clusters are deposited on the SnO2 nanocrystallites. As the depo-
sition continues, the discoloration of the solution is observed,
accompanied by concomitant coloration of the electrode that is
connected to the positive terminal of a DC power supply.

The absorption spectra of OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m (n
) 5, 11, and 15) electrodes prepared using H2PCnMPC and
C60 in acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) are shown in Figure S6
(see Supporting Information S6). The absorptivity of OTE/SnO2/
(H2PCnMPC+C60)m (spectra a-c) is much enhanced as com-
pared to that of OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC)m (n ) 11) (spectrum
d). These results ensure that incident light is absorbed efficiently
in the visible and near-IR regions by OTE/SnO2/(H2PCn-
MPC+C60)m. The absorption spectra of OTE/SnO2/(H2PCn-
MPC+C60)m reflect those of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m in acetonitrile/
toluene ) 3/1, and this indicates the cluster solution is
effectively deposited on OTE/SnO2.

The AFM images of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m and
OTE/SnO2/(H2PC5MPC+C60)m reveal the cluster aggregation
with a regular size as shown in Figure S7 (see Supporting
Information S7). These results also suggest that the electro-

(31) A red shift of the Soret band of H2PC11MPC in composite clusters [(H2-
PC11MPC+C60)m] (spectrum a) is recognized as compared to that of parent
H2PC11MPC (spectrum b), whereas no significant shift is observed at the
Q-band. This is consistent with the absorption properties of the CT complex
between porphyrin and fullerene.22

(32) (a) D’Souza, F.; Gadde, S.; Zandler, M. E.; Arkady, K.; El-Khouly, M. E.;
Fujitsuka, M.; Ito, O.J. Phys. Chem. A2002, 106, 12393-12404. (b)
Schuster, D. I.; Jarowski, P. D.; Kirschner, A. N.; Wilson, S. R.J. Mater.
Chem.2002, 12, 2041-2047.

(33) Tkachenko, N. V.; Rantala, L.; Tauber, A. Y.; Helaja, J.; Hynninen, P. H.;
Lemmetyinen, H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1999, 121, 9378-9387.

(34) (a) Hasobe, T.; Imahori, H.; Fukuzumi, S.; Kamat, P. V.J. Mater. Chem.
2003, 13, 2515-2520. (b) Hasobe, T.; Imahori, H.; Fukuzumi, S.; Kamat,
P. V. J. Phys. Chem. B2003, 107, 12105-12112.

Figure 5. (A) Absorption spectra of (a) (H2PC11MPC+C60)m in acetoni-
trile/toluene (3/1, v/v) ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM), (b)
H2PC11MPC in toluene ([H2P] ) 18 µM), (c) C60 in toluene ([C60] ) 150
µM) and (d) (H2PC11MPC)m in acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) ([H2P] )
0.19 mM). (B) Absorption spectra of (a) mixed H2PC15MPC (0.8 mM)
and C60 (5.0 mM), (b) H2PC15MPC (0.8 mM), and (c) C60 (5.0 mM) in
o-dichlorobenzene. The CT absorption of H2PC15MPC (0.8 mM) and C60

(5.0 mM) (d) has been obtained by subtracting the absorption of (b) and
(c) from (a).
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phoretic deposition of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m leads to the associa-
tion of clusters on the nanostructured SnO2 electrode growing
into larger ones.23 The sizes of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m

and OTE/SnO2/(H2PC5MPC+C60)m are approximately the same
(Figure S7A,B). This indicates that the step-by-step organization
of porphyrin and C60 molecules is achieved on SnO2, allowing
the formation of the interpenetrating network of porphyrin and
C60 molecules in OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m.

Photoelectrochemical Properties of OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnM-
PC+C60)m. To evaluate the photoelectrochemical performance
of the (H2PCnMPC+C60)m films, we used the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PCnMPC+C60)m electrode as a photoanode in a photoelectro-
chemical cell. Photocurrent measurements were performed in
acetonitrile containing NaI (0.5 M) and I2 (0.01 M) as redox
electrolyte using a Pt gauge counter electrode.

Photocurrent action spectra of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m clusters
are shown in Figure 6. The IPCE values were calculated by
normalizing the photocurrent values for incident light energy
and intensity using eq 1,35

where Isc is the short circuit photocurrent (A/cm2), I inc is the
incident light intensity (W/cm2), andλ is the wavelength (nm).
The overall response of OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m parallels
the broad absorption spectral features, indicating the involvement
of both H2PCnMPC and C60 in the photocurrent generation.

The concentration effects of C60 with a constant concentration
of H2PC11MPC on the photocurrent action spectra are shown
in Figure 6A, where the IPCE values of the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC-
11MPC)m system exhibit a remarkable increase with an increase
in the relative concentration of C60 to reach the maximum IPCE
of 28% at 490 nm with the initial relative concentration of [H2P]:
[C60] ) 38:62. Considering the well-established photodynamics
of the porphyrin-fullerene system,15,16 the porphyrin excited
singlet state may be quenched by C60 via electron transfer in
the porphyrin-C60 complex rather than by gold nanocluster via
energy transfer.

Figure 6B shows the effect of the alkanethiolate chain length
on the IPCE values. The action spectra indicate that the higher
IPCE and the broader photoresponse are attained with the longer
chain length of H2PCnMPC. In particular, OTE/SnO2/(H2PC-
15MPC+C60)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM, [C60] ) 0.38 mM) exhibits
a maximum IPCE value (54%) and a very broad photoresponse
(up to∼1000 nm) which extends to the near-IR region. In OTE/
SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m, a long methylene spacer of H2-
PC15MPC allows enough space for fullerene molecules to insert
themselves between the neighboring two porphyrin rings
effectively as compared to the clusters with a shorter methylene
spacer, leading to more efficient photocurrent generation.

Free Base Porphyrin versus Zinc Porphyrin and C60

versus C70. We have also examined the effects of the types of
porphyrins (H2P vs ZnP) and the types of fullerenes (C60 vs
C70) on the photoelectrochemical properties of the composite
cluster electrodes. Figure 7A shows the photocurrent action

(35) Khazraji, A. C.; Hotchandani, S.; Das, S.; Kamat P. V.J. Phys. Chem. B
1999, 103, 4693-4700.

Figure 6. Photocurrent action spectra of (A) the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PC11MPC+C60)m electrode ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) (a) 0 mM, (b)
0.06 mM, (c), 0.19 mM, (d) 0.31 mM); and (B) the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PCnMPC+C60)m electrode ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; (a)n ) 5, [C60] ) 0.31
mM; (b) n ) 11, [C60] ) 0.31 mM; (c)n ) 15, [C60] ) 0.31 mM; (d)n )
15, [C60] ) 0.38 mM). Electrolyte: 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile.

IPCE (%)) 100× 1240× Isc/(I inc × λ) (1)

Figure 7. (A) Photocurrent action spectra of the OTE/SnO2/(ZnPCnMP-
C+C60)m electrode: (a)n ) 15, (b) n ) 11 ([ZnP] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] )
0.31 mM); and (B) photocurrent action spectra of (a) the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m electrode ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM); and
(b) the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C70)m electrode ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60]
) 0.31 mM). Electrolyte: 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile.
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spectra of OTE/SnO2/(ZnPCnMPC+C60)m (n ) 11 and 15). The
IPCE values of OTE/SnO2/(ZnPCnMPC+C60)m become smaller
than those of (H2PCnMPC+C60)m. In the case of zinc porphyrin,
the driving force of charge separation between excited zinc
porphyrin and C60 becomes larger as compared to free base
porphyrin, because the one-electron reduction potential of the
singlet excited state of ZnP (-1.0 V vs NHE) is more negative
than that of H2P,15awhereas the driving force of electron transfer
from I-/I3

- to ZnP•+ is smaller than that of electron transfer to
H2P•+ due to the lower one-electron oxidation potential of ZnP
(+1.0 V vs NHE). Thus, the smaller IPCE value is likely to
result from the slower electron transfer from I-/I3

- to ZnP•+

than the electron transfer to H2P•+ because of the smaller driving
force of the electron transfer.

On the other hand, we replaced C60 with C70 as an electron
acceptor in the composite electrode system. C70 is a rugby ball
sphere and may have different steric effects on the accommoda-
tion of C70 between two porphyrin rings as compared to C60.
Figure 7B shows the comparison of IPCE values between OTE/
SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m and OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C70)m.
The IPCE values of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m are much
higher than that of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C70)m. There are
two essential factors in efficient photocurrent generation. One
is charge separation between porphyrin and fullerene,15a and
the other is the resulting hole and electron transport in the thin
film. Three-dimensional steric control between porphyrin and
fullerene using gold nanoparticles contributes to both the
efficient formation of charge separation and the hole and electron
transport in the thin film. We have previously reported efficient
self-exchange electron transfer of porphyrins36-39 and fuller-
enes.40,41Such fast self-exchange electron transfer of porphyrins
and fullerenes in the molecular clusters with interpenetrating
network in the thin film results in efficient hopping of hole and
electron in each network. Theπ-π interaction may play an
important role in the formation of the interpenetrating network
of a two-dimensional largeπ-system (porphyrin) and a three-
dimensional largeπ-system (fullerene). It has been reported that
there is virtually no difference in the electron-transfer properties
between C60 and C70.42-44 However, the spherical shape of C60

is superior to the rugby ball shape of C70 in uniformity, not
only in forming the supramolecular molecular clusters but also
in forming the interpenetrating network for efficient electron
hopping, resulting in the larger IPCE values.45

Photocurrent Generation Mechanism. The photocurrent
generation may be initiated by photoinduced charge separation

from the porphyrin singlet excited state (1H2P*/H2P•+ ) -0.7
V vs NHE)33b to C60 (C60/C60

•- ) -0.2 V vs NHE)33b in the
porphyrin-C60 supramolecular complex (Scheme 2) rather than
direct electron injection into the conduction band of the SnO2

(0 V vs NHE)34b system, which is energetically more favorable
(vide infra). The electron transfer from1H2P* to C60 competes
well with the energy transfer to the gold nanoparticles.11 While
the reduced C60 injects electrons into the SnO2 nanocrystallites,
the oxidized porphyrin (H2P/H2P•+ ) 1.2 V vs NHE)34b

undergoes the electron-transfer reduction with iodide ion (I3
-/

I- ) 0.5 V vs NHE)34b in the electrolyte.
Apparent Association Constants of the Formation of

Supramolecular Complexes between H2PCnMPC and C60.
The apparent association constants of the formation of supramo-
lecular complexes between H2PCnMPC and C60 (eq 2) in mixed
solvent (acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1) are determined by the
analysis of the fluorescence quenching of H2PCnMPC by C60

to estimate the degree of accommodation of C60 between two
porphyrin rings.12,18,21,46-49 The results of the fluorescence
quenching experiments are shown in Figure 8.

The observed fluorescence quantum yield (φf(obsd)) of H2P
in cluster solution can be related to the fluorescence yields of
uncomplexed (φf

0) and complexed (φf′) molecules of H2P by
the following equation,50

where R is the degree of association between H2P and C60.
Equation 3 can be simplified to the form:

At relatively high concentrations of C60 cluster and [C60] .
H2P, R is given by:

From eqs 4 and 5, we obtain the following relation (eq 6).

(36) Fukuzumi, S.; Endo, Y.; Imahori, H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 10974-
10975.

(37) Fukuzumi, S.; Hasobe, T.; Endo, Y.; Kei Ohkubo, K.; Imahori, H.J.
Porphyrins Phthalocyanines2003, 7, 328-336.

(38) Crnogorac, M. M.; Kostic, N. M.Inorg. Chem.2000, 39, 5028-5035.
(39) Sun, H.; Smirnov, V. V.; DiMagno, S. G.Inorg. Chem.2003, 42, 6032-

6040.
(40) Fukuzumi, S.; Nakanishi, I.; Suenobu, T.; Kadish, K. M.J. Am. Chem.

Soc.1999, 121, 3468-3474.
(41) Thomas, K. G.; Biju, V.; Guldi, D. M.; Kamat, P. V.; George, M. V.J.

Phys. Chem. B1999, 103, 8864-8869.
(42) Dubois, D.; Kadish, K. M.; Flanagan, S.; Haufler, R. E.; Chibante, L. P.

F.; Wilson, L. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 4364-4366.
(43) Fujitsuka, M.; Luo, C.; Ito, O.J. Phys. Chem. B1999, 103, 445-449.
(44) Park, J.; Kim, D.; Suh, Y. D.; Kim, S. K.J. Phys. Chem.1994, 98, 12715-

12719.
(45) The difference in the electron hopping efficiency between C60 and C70

clusters appears as a much larger IPCE value of the C60 cluster electrode
than that of the C70 cluster electrode (see Supporting Information S8).

Scheme 2. Illustration of the Photocurrent Generation Mechanism
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By using eq 6, a linear dependence of 1/(φf
0 - φf(obsd)) on the

concentration of C60 clusters is obtained. TheKapp values of
H2PC5MPC, H2PC11MPC, and H2PC15MPC determined from
the double reciprocal plot of Figure 8B are 16 000, 47 000, and
64 000 M-1, respectively. This order of theKapp values is
consistent with the order of IPCE values of the photocurrent
action spectra (vide supra). In addition, theKapp value of
ZnPC15MPC is determined as 22 000 M-1 (see Supporting
Information S9), which is much smaller than that of H2-
PC15MPC (64 000 M-1).51 This indicates that free base
porphyrins on gold nanoparticles can easily accommodate C60

molecules between two porphyrin rings as compared to zinc
porphyrins. The largeKapp value of H2PC15MPC relative to
ZnPC15MPC leads to the large IPCE values of OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m relative to OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15MPC+C60)m

(Figure 7).

Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements of Thin Films.The
fluorescence lifetimes on the OTE/SnO2 surface were measured
by the time-correlated single photon counting technique at
emission wavelengths of 650 nm for OTE/SnO2/(H2PCn-
MPC+C60)m and 605 nm for OTE/SnO2/(ZnPCnMPC+C60)m

due to the porphyrin moiety with excitation at 415 nm as shown
in Figure S10 (see Supporting Information S10). The decay
curve of the fluorescence intensity could be fitted as double
exponentials. The fluorescence intensities of OTE/SnO2/
(H2PCnMPC+C60)m (n ) 11, 15) and OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15M-
PC+C60)m are much lower than those of OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PCnMPC)m and OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15MPC)m, suggesting the
occurrence of ultrafast electron transfer from the singlet excited
states of porphyrins to C60 in the supramolecular complex.
Because such a fast process is beyond the time resolution of
the present system, the components of fluorescence lifetimes

(46) Kubo, Y.; Sugasaki, A.; Ikeda, M.; Sugiyasu, K.; Sonoda, K.; Ikeda, A.;
Takeuchi, M.; Shinkai, S.Org. Lett.2002, 4, 925-928.

(47) (a) Jang, W.-D.; Jiang, D.-L.; Aida, T.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2000, 122, 3232-
3233. (b) Tomioka, N.; Takasu, D.; Takahasahi, T.; Aida, T.Angew. Chem.,
Int. Ed. 1998, 37, 1531-1534.

(48) Kimura, M.; Shiba, T.; Yamazaki, M.; Hanabusa, K.; Shirai, H.; Kobayashi,
N. J. Am. Chem. Soc.2001, 123, 5636-5642.

(49) Kesti, T.; Tkachenko, N. V.; Yamada, H.; Imahori, H.; Fukuzumi, S.;
Lemmetyinen, H.Photochem. Photobiol. Sci.2003, 2, 251-258.

(50) Kamat, P. V.; Chauvet, J.-P.; Fessenden, R. W.J. Phys. Chem.1986, 90,
1389-1394.

(51) The affinity of a free base cofacial porphyrin dimer for C60 has also been
reported to be larger than that of the corresponding zinc porphyrin dimer;
see ref 18b.

Figure 8. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of 0.019 mM H2PCnMPC [(a)n ) 5, (b)n ) 11, (c)n ) 15] in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 at various concentrations
of C60. The excitation wavelength is 420 nm. (B) Dependence ofφf

0/(φf
0 - φf(obsd)) on the reciprocal concentration of C60 in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1.
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in OTE/SnO2/(H2PCnMPC+C60)m and OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15M-
PC+C60)m may be due to the minor deactivation pathways of
the porphyrin excited singlet state. However, the strong fluo-
rescence quenching of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m as
compared to that of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC11MPC+C60)m indicates
that more efficient photoinduced electron transfer from the
singlet excited state of porphyrins to C60 takes place in OTE/
SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m than in OTE/SnO2/(H2PC11MP-
C+C60)m. This is consistent with the higher IPCE value in OTE/
SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m. On the other hand, the fluorescence
of OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15MPC)m is strongly quenched as com-
pared to the corresponding free base porphyrin system, OTE/
SnO2/(H2PC15MPC)m (Figure S10C). This indicates that the
singlet excited states of zinc porphyrins are more efficiently
quenched by gold nanoparticle or self-quenching or both than
that of free base porphyrins. Such strong quenching of the
fluorescence of zinc porphyrin on gold nanoparticle results in
the lower IPCE value of OTE/SnO2/(ZnPC15MPC+C60)m

(Figure 7A) relative to OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m (Figure
6B).

Photodynamics of the Composite Molecular Cluster of
H2PC15MPC and C60 in Femtosecond Order.The occurrence
of ultrafast electron transfer from the singlet excited states of
porphyrins to C60 in the composite molecular cluster was further
confirmed by the femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption
spectra of the molecular cluster of H2PC15MPC and C60. Figure
9A shows time-resolved transient absorption spectra of H2-
PC15MPC in toluene. An intense absorption band of the excited
singlet state of H2PC15MPC is observed at 450 nm following
the laser pulse excitation. The excited state has a lifetime of
110 ps, as is evident from the decay of the absorption during
the first few hundred picoseconds (spectrum a in Figure 9B).
Such a decay profile has previously been ascribed to an efficient
energy transfer from the porphyrin excited singlet state to the
gold nanoparticle.11 H2P-ref cluster alone ((H2P-ref)m) does not
exhibit any decay during the time period of 1.5 ns (spectrum b
in Figure 9B).

In the case of mixed clusters, however, a new decay pathway
that involves quenching of the excited state via electron transfer
to C60 dominates and further enhances the decay of the porphyrin
excited singlet state. The absorption of the singlet excited state
of H2PC15MPC decays within 1.7 ps when the composite cluster
of (H2PC15MPC+C60)m is subjected to laser excitation. The
spectral resolution of the (H2PC15MPC+C60)m composite cluster
is complex because of the contributions from porphyrin excited
states in H2PC15MPC and C60 excited states and the electron-
transfer products in the spectral probe range. Figure 9C shows
the time-resolved transient absorption spectra of H2PC15MPC
and C60 composite clusters recorded following the laser pulse
excitation. The excited singlet state of porphyrin is quenched
even at early times, and the absorption spectrum at longer times
corresponds to the radical cation of H2PC15MPC and the radical
anion of C60 clusters. The small absorption band at 450 nm and
the bleaching around the 535 nm region in Figure 9C show the
spectral characteristics of transients that are different from those
observed for excited singlet state H2P-ref or H2PC15MPC. We
attribute this absorption band to the radical cation of porphyrin.
The absorption spectrum of the stable H2P-ref radical cation
(Figure 9D) was independently measured by oxidizing H2P-ref
with Fe(bpy)33+ (bpy) 2,2′-bipyridine). The absorption at early

times in the 750 nm region arises from the triplet excited state
of C60 which is formed in small amounts during laser pulse
excitation of the composite cluster. However, as the triplet
absorption quickly decays, we see a residual absorption arising
from the electron-transfer products. For example, the C60 radical
anion (C60

•-) has an absorption maximum in the infrared region
and is not accessible under the current detection setup. However,
C60

•- has significant absorption in the red region ((650-750
nm)40) and hence can be probed in our laser spectrophotometer.

Figure 9E and F shows the absorption-time profiles recorded
at 460 and 700 nm during short and long time duration,
respectively. In the case of the (H2PC15MPC+C60)m composite
cluster, we distinctly see a growth of the absorption due to the
porphyrin radical cation in H2PC15MPC with a time constant
of 375 fs (spectrum a in Figure 9E). In comparison, the kinetic
traces recorded following the laser pulse excitation of individual
clusters of H2P-ref or H2PC15MPC show a laser pulse limited
growth that is significantly faster than the one seen with the
composite cluster (spectra c and d in Figure 9E). A transient
bleaching is seen in the same probe region (480-550 nm) if
we excite C60 clusters alone ((C60)m) with 387 nm (see
Supporting Information S11). Furthermore, the transients re-
corded at 700 nm show a long-lived transient absorption at
longer times for the (H2PC15MPC+C60)m composite cluster.
Both the C60 radical anion and the porphyrin radical cation in
H2PC15MPC are expected to contribute to the tail absorption
at 750 nm (spectrum a in Figure 9F). It may be noted that the
excited-state absorption arising from the excitation of individual
species of H2P on gold nanoparticle and C60 (spectra b and c in
Figure 9F) at 150 ps is minimal. On the basis of this spectral
analysis, we can conclude that the photoinduced electron transfer
from the singlet excited state of H2PC15MPC to C60 occurs
within 1 ps to produce the porphyrin radical cation in H2-
PC15MPC and the C60 radical anion in the molecular composite
clusters.

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Measurements under
Photoirradiation. The formation of the radical cation of H2-
PC15MPC and the radical anion of C60 clusters upon the
photoexcitation of the composite cluster of (H2PC15MPC+C60)m

is also confirmed by the electron spin resonance (ESR)
measurements performed in frozen acetonitrile/toluene under
photoirradiation. The resulting spectrum of photoirradiated (H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m in acetonitrile/toluene at 123 K is shown in
Figure 10A. The ESR spectrum consists of two signals, one of
which is attributable to C60

•- at a smallg value (g ) 2.002),
and the other is the porphyrin radical cation at a higherg value
(g ) 2.003). To confirm these assignments, the radical cation
of H2P-ref and the radical anion of C60 clusters were produced
independently via the chemical oxidation of H2P-ref with Fe-
(bpy)33+ and via the photoinduced electron transfer from dimeric
1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide to C60 clusters,52 respectively.
Their ESR spectra are shown in Figure 10B and C. A
comparison of the observed spectrum in Figure 10A with the
spectra of the authentic radical cation and radical anion in Figure
10B and C confirms that the observed ESR signal in Figure
10A is composed of two signals, one of which is due to the
porphyrin radical cation and the other of which is due to the
radical anion of C60 clusters.53

(52) Fukuzumi, S.; Suenobu, T.; Patz, M.; Hirasaka, T.; Itoh, S.; Fujitsuka, M.;
Ito, O. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1998, 120, 8060-8068.
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Power Conversion Efficiency of OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15M-
PC+C60)m. The photocurrent and photovoltage responses upon
the excitation of the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+ C60)m electrode
in the visible region (λ > 400 nm) are shown in Figure 11A
and B, respectively. The photocurrent response is prompt,
steady, and reproducible during repeated on/off cycles of the
visible light illumination. The short circuit photocurrent density
(Isc) is 1.0 mA/cm2 and the open circuit voltage (Voc) is 380

mV, and they are reproducibly obtained during the measure-
ments (input power: 11.2 mW/cm2). Blank experiments con-
ducted with OTE/SnO2 (i.e., by excluding composite clusters
(H2PC15MPC+C60)m) produced no detectable photocurrent
under similar experimental conditions.

We have also determined the power conversion efficiency
(η) of the photoelectrochemical cell by varying the load
resistance (Figure 11C). A drop in the photovoltage and an

Figure 9. (A) Femtosecond time-resolved absorption spectra of H2PC15MPC ([H2P] ) 2.0 × 10-6 M) in argon-saturated toluene at 298 K after laser
excitation at 387 nm. (B) Time profiles of absorption at 460 nm of (a) H2PC15MPC in toluene ([H2P] ) 2.0× 10-6 M), (b) (H2P-ref)m in acetonitrile/toluene
) 3/1 ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM), and (c) (C60)m in acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 ([C60] ) 0.31 mM) at 298 K. (C) Femtosecond time-resolved absorption spectra of
(H2PC15MPC+C60)m ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM) in argon-saturated acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) after laser excitation at 387 nm at 298 K. (D)
Differential spectrum of the radical cation of H2PC15MPC observed in the electron-transfer oxidation of H2PC15MPC (([H2P] ) 5.0 × 10-6 M) with
Fe(bpy)33+ (1.0 equiv) in deaerated PhCN at 298 K. (E) Absorption decay profiles recorded at 460 nm for (a) (H2PC15MPC+C60)m (4 times the scale of
absorbance for comparison) in argon-saturated acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM), (b) (C60)m in argon-saturated acetonitrile/
toluene) 3/1 ([C60] ) 0.31 mM), (c) H2PC15MPC in toluene ([H2P] ) 2.0 × 10-6 M), and (d) (H2P-ref)m in argon-saturated acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1
([H2P] ) 0.19 mM) at 298 K. (F) Absorption decay profiles recorded at 700 nm for (a) (H2PC15MPC+C60)m in argon-saturated acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1
([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM), (b) (C60)m in argon-saturated acetonitrile/toluene) 3/1 ([C60] ) 0.31 mM), and (c) H2PC15MPC in toluene ([H2P]
) 2.0 × 10-6 M) at 298 K.
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increase in the photocurrent are observed with a decrease in
the load resistance. The power conversion efficiency,η, is
calculated by eq 7,27

where the fill factor (FF) is defined asFF ) [IV]max/IscVoc,
whereVoc is the open circuit photovoltage, andIsc is the short
circuit photocurrent. The OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m sys-
tem has a much larger fill factor (FF) of 0.43, open circuit
voltage (Voc) of 380 mV, short circuit current density (Isc) of
1.0 mA cm-2, and the overall power conversion efficiency (η)
of 1.5% at an input power (Win) of 11.2 mW cm-2 as compared
to the reference systems (OTE/SnO2/(H2P-ref+C60)m). An in-
crease in the alkyl chain length (n) of porphyrin-alkanethiol from
11 to 15 in the OTE/SnO2/(H2P15MPC+C60)m electrode results
in a large improvement of the power conversion efficiency as

compared to OTE/SnO2/(H2PC11MPC+C60)m (η ) 0.61%).23

The power conversion efficiency (1.5%) of the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m system is remarkably enhanced (about 45
times) in comparison with the OTE/SnO2/(H2P-ref+C60)m

system (η ) 0.035%) under the same experimental conditions.

Conclusion

We have constructed novel organic solar cells by quaternary
self-organization of porphyrin and fullerenes with gold nano-
particles. The highly colored composite clusters of porphyrin
gold nanoparticles and fullerenes have been assembled as three-
dimensional arrays onto nanostructured SnO2 films using an
electrophoretic deposition method. The composite cluster elec-
trode exhibits an incident photon-to-photocurrent efficiency
(IPCE) as high as 54% and broad photocurrent action spectra
(up to 1000 nm). An increase in the alkyl chain length of
porphyrin-alkanethiol from 11 to 15 in the OTE/SnO2/(H2-
PC15MPC+C60)m electrode results in a significant improvement
of the power conversion efficiency from 0.61% to 1.5%, which
is 45 times higher than that of the reference system. Such a
remarkable enhancement in the photoelectrochemical perfor-
mance as well as a broader photoresponse in the visible and
infrared relative to the reference systems demonstrate that the

(53) The slightly largerg value (2.002) in Figure 10A as compared to theg
value of the radical anion of the C60 cluster (2.001) may result from the
π-π interaction of C60

•- with two porphyrin rings of H2PC15MPC as
shown in Figure 4. Such an interaction lowers the symmetry of C60

•-,
resulting in an increase in theg value; see: Fukuzumi, S.; Mori, H.;
Suenobu, T.; Imahori, H.; Gao, X.; Kadish, K. M.J. Phys. Chem. A2000,
104, 10688-10694.

Figure 10. ESR spectra of (A) photoirradiated (H2PC15MPC+C60)m ([H2P]
) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.31 mM) in acetonitrile/toluene (3/1, v/v) with a
high-pressure mercury lamp, (B) the radical cation of H2P-ref (3.0 mM)
produced by the electron-transfer oxidation with Fe(bpy)3

3+ (3.0 mM) in
acetonitrile, and (C) the radical anion of C60 clusters [(C60)m] (0.31 mM)
generated in photoinduced electron transfer from dimeric 1-benzyl-1,4-
dihydronicotinamide (0.31 mM) to C60 clusters in acetonitrile/toluene (3/1,
v/v) under photoirradiation of a high-pressure mercury lamp, measured at
123 K.

η ) FF × Isc× Voc/Win (7)

Figure 11. (A) Photocurrent response and (B) photovoltage response of
the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m electrode prepared from a cluster
solution of ([H2P] ) 0.19 mM; [C60] ) 0.38 mM) under visible light
illumination (λ > 400 nm); electrolyte 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in aceto-
nitrile; input power: 11.2 mW/cm2. (C) Current-voltage characteristics of
(a) the OTE/SnO2/(H2PC15MPC+C60)m electrode and (b) the OTE/SnO2/
(H2P-ref+C60)m electrode prepared from a cluster solution of ([H2P] ) 0.19
mM; [C60] ) 0.38 mM) under visible light illumination (λ > 400 nm);
electrolyte 0.5 M NaI and 0.01 M I2 in acetonitrile; input power: 11.2 mW/
cm2.
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quaternary organization approach of the porphyrin gold nano-
particles and fullerenes provides a novel perspective for the
development of efficient organic solar cells.
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